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What are ecosystem services?

The benefits that humans derive from healthy, functioning ecosystems: 

Provisioning                Regulating                Supporting Social/Cultural

Food

Raw materials

Water supply

Stable climate

Flood prevention

Safe shorelines

Pollination

Soil formation

Habitat

Recreation

Culture 

Mental health



Why put a $ value on ecosystem services?

1987

2008

Earth Overshoot Day





New Research Directed by MNR  

• “Estimation of Ecosystem Service Values for Southern Ontario”
– Austin Troy and Ken Bagstad (Spatial Infomatics Group) 

– Establishes baseline suite of ecosystem services values for Southern 
Ontario

– ‘Value transfer’ – 318 values from 88 studies from Ontario or comparable 
context 

– Provides a tool for ongoing modeling and analysis (linked to spatial 
information) 

– Identifies literature gaps and areas for further study 

– Defensible economic rationale for conservation 





Ecosystem service values in Niagara 



Findings 

• Conservative estimate of ecosystem services ($84 billion per year)

• Considerable variability in the value estimates (multiple orders of 
magnitude) 

• Literature skewed toward wetlands, open water and forests and 
recreation or cultural services 

• Valuation not yet progressed to matching changes in configuration 
and processes with changes in service levels and values 

• High value of near-urban ecosystems 



How should ecosystem services information 
be used ?

• ‘Services’ for general, public 
communications 

• ‘Values’ for decision-support and 
trade-off analysis



Doesn’t valuation just commodify nature?

• “Culture isn’t trivial.” Wade Davis

• That includes our own.  



Aren’t there many steep challenges in doing, 
and using, valuation?

• 2 small

• 1 medium 

• 1 (really) large



How will MNR use this study? What are 
the next steps? 

• Communications

• Explore ‘the world of possibilities’
for analysis and decision support 



Thank You

Amy Handyside
amy.handyside@ontario.ca

“Estimation of Ecosystem Service Values for Southern Ontario” available at 
www.ontario.ca/mnr

Spatial Informatics Group (consultant)
www.sig-gis.com/index.htm


